
£77,910.00 Use and impact of Pupil Premium (PP) at City Heights E-ACT Academy 2013-4

Category Pupil Premium
Used for

Amount
allocated to

the
intervention /

action

Brief summary of the intervention or action including details
of year groups and pupils involved, and the timescale

Specific intended outcomes.
How will this intervention or
action improves achievement
for pupils eligible for the Pupil
Premium? What will it achieve

if successful?

Actual impact:
What did the action
or activity actually

achieve?

If you plan to repeat this activity,
what would you keep or change to

improve it next time?

Support in
Learning(Whole

School)

Appointment of
Highly Effective

Teachers
£25,000.00

Sutton Trust research shows that high quality teaching has a
disproportionately positive impact on progress of PP
students. We recruited experienced and outstanding
teachers to leadership positions to establish this

All lessons will be good or
outstanding. Evidence in end of

year assessment of good
progress for PP students against

national benchmarks

All teachers
appointed last year

had significant
teaching and

leadership
experience. Quality
First Teaching has

helped our PP
students to make

progress in line with
all students

We will continue our policy of
appointing experienced teachers to

our staff for 2014/5

Support in
Learning (Whole

School)

Mastery learning
approach in

Maths
£2,100.00

Education Endowment Foundation toolkit shows that a
Mastery Learning approach has an accelerating impact on PP
student progress of 5 months. Our Maths programme takes
a Mastery approach

Maths assessment at end of
year 7 will show strong levels of

progress of PP students in
Maths against national

benchmarks

Maths Mastery
Programme was

established well and
led to 70% of

students making at
least expected

progress. PP students
in line with all

students.

We will spend PP income on training
for our two new teachers of Maths to

become experienced in this
pedagogic approach. We will also pay
for continued engagement with the

Maths Mastery programme and
resources.

Support in
Learning (Whole

School)
Rewards system £500.00

Research shows that student progress is enhanced by a
Reward system which recognises positive commitment to
learning and instills a culture of learning.

Our behaviour log shows that
achievement and behaviour

point totals for PP students are
in line with school cohort

There is no significant
difference between

PP and non-PP
students in terms of

rewards given.

We will continue to reward students
to recognise commitment.

Support in
Learning (Whole

School)
Attendance
reward trips £300.00

School attendance can be an issue for PP students because
of family strains. We have monitored attendance of PP
students as a sub-set of our cohort and ensured that PP
students account for at least 50% of our places on the four
rewards trips we have organised

Attendance records show that
attendance for PP students is in

line with whole school figure

Attendance for PP
students is slightly

but not significantly
lower than whole
school average.

We will keep a closer log of
attendance during the year and

intervene where PP students show
poor attendance. We will use our
family liaison officer and our trips

strategically to ensure that all
students and especially PP students
understand the importance of good

attendance.
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Support in
Learning (Whole

School)
CPD Training for

staff £1,000.00
EEF toolkit shows that high quality assessment and feedback
enhances the learning of students. We have spent some of
our staff meeting time developing this area of practice

Improvement in teaching and
learning is reflected in
increased progress and

attainment of all students

Good progress for PP
students in line with

all students.
We will develop a CPD programme to
spread good practice to our new staff

Support in
Learning (Needs of

Individual
Students)

Support work by
Dulwich College

Academy
Assistants

£5,000.00
Two Dulwich College Gap Year students were appointed to
work with PP students who had barriers to learning, either
cognitive, behavioural or linguistic. This took the form of in-
class, small group or 121 support

Attitudinal survey of students
supported as well as evidence

of academic gains

Student response to
work of DC Academy
Assistants indicates
this provision was

highly valued

We will appoint two new DC Learning
Assistants for 2014/5

Support in
Learning (Needs of

Individual
Students)

Learning Support
Assistant (LSA)

121 work
£10,000.00

We appointed two LSAs into our small foundation staff
team. Their learning support work focusses for 50% of the
time on supporting PP students

Attitudinal survey of students
supported as well as evidence

of academic gains

Our evidence shows
that individual
support for PP
students has

produced good
impact in terms of

commitment to
learning and gains in

literacy and
numeracy confidence

We will increase our LSA team to
continue to provide this 121 work

with our increased student
population

Support in
Learning (Needs of

Individual
Students)

Individual
reading support

by Academy
Leadership Team

(ALT)

£1,000.00
Seven students with low reading ages are being supported
by weekly reading sessions with a member of the leadership
team

Reading ages improve towards
their chronological age

For students on this
programme there has
been an average gain
in Reading Age of 15

months

This programme will continue and
extend.

Support in
Learning (Needs of

Individual
Students)

Teach Learn
support work £1,500.00

We engaged with an organisation called Teach Learn who
have provided staff to work on in-class support, small group
withdrawal and 121. Again, 50% of their work has been with
PP students.

Attitudinal survey of students
supported as well as evidence

of academic gains
As above As above
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Support in
Learning (Needs of

Individual
Students)

English as an
Additional

Language (EAL)
support

£4,500.00

We have eight EAL stage 1 learners, five of whom are PP
students. Part of the workload for our Director of Languages
and an EAL support assistant is directed at developing their
English. Research shows that once bilingual students master
English, they outperform monolingual speakers in terms of
progress

Attitudinal survey of students
supported as well as evidence
of academic gains. Specifically

performance on an English test

These students are
making good progress
in English acquisition

The EAL programme of support will
be more formalised, more fully
staffed and delivered next year

Practical Support School Uniform
cost assistance £560.00 We have supported five families of PP students with the

purchase of school uniform

PP students are able to feel
smart and well-presented. The

impact on self-esteem has a
knock on effect in relation to
their engagement in learning

The engagement of
these five students
and knock on effect

for family
engagement and

support is tangible

We will set up a formal system for PP
families to request Uniform support

during 2014/5

Practical Support Equipment
Purchase £300.00 We have purchased items such as calculators, pencil cases

and other equipment items for PP students

PP students are well organised
for learning and this is reflected

in a positive attitude towards
learning

All students provided
with this support
have shown good

organisation and are
well-equipped

We will continue this for 2014/5

Broadening
Experience Sports Provision £15,000.00

Education Endowment Foundation toolkit shows that a rich
sports provision has an enhancing effect of 2 months on PP
student progress. We have paid for Moving Matters,
Lambeth School Sports providers,  to co-ordinate a rich
programme of Sport and Fitness

Student surveys show a positive
attitude to learning amongst PP

students
Good uptake by PP

students
We will continue this for 2014/5 and
monitor participation more closely

Broadening
Experience Drama Provision £7,500.00

Education Endowment Foundation toolkit shows that a rich
drama and performance provision has an enhancing effect
of 2 months on PP student progress. We have paid for
Firecracker Theatre, Choir Community and Lambeth Music
Service to co-ordinate a rich programme of music and drama
including a Christmas Performance Showcase and a
production of West Side Story

Student surveys show a positive
attitude to learning amongst PP

students
Good uptake by PP

students
We will continue this for 2014/5 and
monitor participation more closely
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Broadening
Experience Activities Week £1,500.00

EEF toolkit shows that broadening the experience of PP
students enhances their engagement with school and
learning and leads to enhanced learning gains. We have
underwritten the cost of our activities week to ensure that
all PP students can enjoy a range of outdoor activities.

Attitudinal survey and
assessment of engagement in

school life and learning

All PP students were
able to access the full
range of broadening
activities during this

week

We will continue to subsidise these
activities during 2014/5 to include

support for a residential trip for yr 7
and a Barcelona trip for Year 8

Broadening
Experience Theatre Trip £150.00

Firecracker Theatre organised a trip to Emil and the
Detectives. PP students received a £15 discount. For many
of them this was their first trip to the theatre.

Student testimony and do they
apply to go on other theatre

trips

We took 20 PP
students to see a

show that they would
not otherwise have
been able to afford

We will gather information from staff
about proposed trips and will

determine a policy of discount cost
for PP students for this offer

Broadening
Experience Enrichment Clubs £2,000.00

EEF toolkit shows that the learning and progress of PP
students is enhanced if they are able to enjoy activities that
broaden their experience. Our compulsory enrichment clubs
programme has ensured that all PP students have followed
an enrichment programme in four different activities

Attitudinal survey and
assessment of engagement in

school life and learning

Informal feedback
shows that all our

students valued these
clubs and it helped PP
students to feel part

of the wider
opportunities in the

school

We will increase the range of our
clubs offer next year and increase the

budget to allow these clubs to run
successfully


